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Former friends of young 
americans perform at 
shanty hollow
Seh Reh, a Burmese refugee, packs a traditional Kerenni lunch prepared by his wife before heading to work at the Perdue 
Farms Inc. Seh Reh is the sole provider for his wife and four children, Kerenni refugees who were resettled in Bowling Green 
in 2009. The family relies on food subsidies from SNAP to make ends meet. LEANORA BENKATO/HERALD
BY MARCEL MAYO
HERALD.NEWS@WKU.EDU
The Student Government Associa-
tion Judicial Council ruled two bills 
SGA had previously passed unconsti-
tutional.
The Judicial Council deemed Bill 
8-15-F, Bill to Assist the Physics De-
partment,  and Bill 9-15-F, Bill to Assist 
the Art Department, unconstitutional.
According to Bylaw 6.1 on funding 
restrictions, “the Student Govern-
ment Association may allocate funds 
solely to students. All students may be 
required to finance a portion of their 
expenses by supplementary income.”
SGA President Jay Todd Richey said 
SGA still wants to help but cannot un-
der the constitution’s bylaws.
SGA usually awards $500 from orga-
nizational aid funding to any organi-
zations on campus that might need 
monetary help.
“The Judicial Council determined 
that departments could not be the 
recipient of funding; 
only students could 
be,” Richey said. “The 
Student Government 
Association, under 
their ruling, cannot 
give funding to a de-
partment.”
Chief Justice Kelsey 
Luttrell said funding 
from SGA is primarily 
for students. 
“Whenever we give 
money to departments, then it’s [to] 
faculty and staff and students that are 
benefiting from that money,” said Lut-
trell.
However, Luttrell said the Judicial 
Council discussed different possibili-
ties for students to receive some fund-
ing from these departments.
“That’s something we discussed as 
well because we realized these people 
are under the impression they’re go-
ing to receive this money,” she said.
Luttrell said Bill 8-15-F specifically 
said funds will be given to the phys-
ics department, so the Judicial Coun-
cil doesn’t see much wiggle room for 
amending that bill.
However, Bill 9-15-F said the student 
group League of Sculptures was inter-
ested in matching SGA’s funds.
The Judicial Council is encouraging 
the group to apply for $500 of orga-
nizational aid funding from SGA. In 
that case, the students would not lose 
funding completely.
Departments lose 
funding to Judicial 
Council ruling
GO ONLINE FOR 
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Beside the door is a 4-foot-tall pile 
of dead tomato plants, the remnants 
of a once prosperous summer garden. 
Inside, Per Meh is the only one up. It’s 
before 6 a.m., and her family of five are 
all asleep in the living room. 
This is one of three home-cooked 
meals she will prepare today. As rice 
cookers hiss and heavy spices fill 
the kitchen, she yells at her family to 
wake, and everyone eagerly comes to 
breakfast.
Per Meh is just one of the many 
Burmese refugees living in Kentucky. 
While the Burmese people have been 
the highest refugee group to enter 
Kentucky for the past two years, ar-
rivals have seen overall growth in the 
U.S. with nearly 70,000 refugees en-
tering the country in 2014 compared 
to almost 60,000 in 2012, according 
to the U.S. Office of Refugee Resettle-
ment.
At the same time, nearly 19,000 of 
Warren County’s 115,000 residents are 
affected by food insecurity, according 
to a 2013 Feeding America study, but 
refugees face extra obstacles when it 
comes to securing food. 
In a 2013 case study “Overcoming 
Barriers to Local Food Access,” Brit-
tany Ryan, a WKU graduate student, 
cited communication and transpor-
tation as major problems for refugee 
families.
While working at the Community 
Farmers Market, Ryan and her col-
leagues started delivering boxes of 
fresh produce to four refugee families, 
two from Africa and two from Asia. 
“There was definitely an issue with 
fresh local food,” Ryan said. “They 
were being taken to Walmart or Kroger 
and given processed foods.”
Ryan said refugees often use govern-
ment assistance called the Supple-
mental Nutrition Assistance Program 
to feed their families. 
SNAP provides an information 
packet called “Guidance for Non-Cit-
izen Eligibility” but states that its own 
policy for refugees is “complicated.” 
It urges participants to understand 
all the possible issues that affect their 
likelihood to be awarded and their 
award amount. 
While SNAP is accepted at chain 
stores such as Walmart, Ryan said lan-
guage barriers and unfamiliar items 
prevent families from knowing what 
certain American products are or 
Refugee families encounter food struggles
SEE FOOD STRUGGLE PAGE A2
‘Eat less or not eat at all’
SGA Chief Justice resigns, senator not censured
During a Student Government As-
sociation Judicial Council censure 
hearing on Wednesday, the Judicial 
Council unanimously decided not to 
censure an SGA senator, and the Chief 
Justice resigned effective by the end of 
the semester.
The Judicial Council launched an in-
vestigation on SGA senator John Win-
stead, who is also an opinion colum-
nist at the Herald, by a majority vote of 
the council over comments he made 
against President Gary Ransdell and a 
photo on his Facebook page. Winstead 
received an email from Chief Justice 
Kelsey Luttrell regarding the investiga-
tion on Nov. 18. 
The image is of Winstead holding up a 
picture of Ransdell with a speech bubble 
that displayed “Josef Stalin was a good 
Christian who did nothing wrong.” 
The Judicial Council investigated 
whether this image and subsequent 
reply warranted a censure or whether 
it was protected by freedom of speech. 
Luttrell announced her resignation 
as Chief Justice at the end of the se-
mester, citing a lack of support from 
SGA among other reasons. 
The Herald's full story is online.
Facilities projects near completion 
BY TOMMY SULLIVAN
HERALD.NEWS@WKU.EDU
As the semester winds down, construc-
tion gears up for the ensuing winter break. 
Here’s how campus will look differ-
ent in the coming months:
WKU will add a net gain of 500 
parking spaces for students with the 
construction of a $10 million parking 
structure. 
The parking structure will be located 
between Creason Street and Russell-
ville Road next to the soccer and soft-
ball stadiums.
Paperwork has been sent for a con-
tract with THP Limited Inc., the com-
pany that will design the structure. 
The process is moving forward, said 
Bryan Russell, chief facilities officer.
By April, the state legislature will vote 
to approve whether or not WKU can 
sell agency bonds to fund the project. 
The bonds will be paid off through 
student fees of $30 per semester. 
Upon legislative approval, construc-
tion will begin in July and continue 
through the fall, Russell said.
The cost for building the parking 
structure is dictated by the state’s range 
for such projects. Therefore, WKU 
chose THP for the construction project 
based on qualifications, not cost, over 
two other companies, said Russell.
This is not THP’s first project at 
WKU. The structural engineering 
consulting firm has worked on the 
exterior designs for Cravens Gradu-
ate Center and Library and Gordon 
Wilson Hall and has analyzed Diddle 
Arena, Russell said.
For the parking structure, THP will 
incorporate pedestrian safety and 
SEE FACILITIES PAGE A2
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which foods they should buy with their 
benefits. 
“Money is tight when you are a 
refugee,” Ryan said. “Refugees have 
very large families, and food stamps 
[through SNAP] don’t go as far as they 
hope.” 
Heath Ray, program coordinator for 
refugee services at Community Action, 
said SNAP is meant for refugee families 
to use until they start working, which 
should then make them ineligible for 
benefits due to their income being 
higher than SNAP qualifications. Ben-
efits, then, are meant to be temporary. 
Unfortunately, the stipulations and 
rules that come with the assistance are 
often difficult for non-English speak-
ers to follow. Ray said he had difficulty 
helping one mother try to sign up for 
and use WIC, a supplemental nutrition 
program for Woman, Infants and Chil-
dren. With WIC, mothers are allotted 
very specific amounts of certain foods 
for them and their children.
“Items have to be approved down to 
the size and brands,” he said. “These 
may or may not be foods they are fa-
miliar with.”
Through trial and error, Ray and the 
mother figured out how to shop under 
the requirements, but not without dif-
ficulty. Ray said he could not imagine 
the difficulty refugee mothers experi-
ence without help.
“I even speak English, and it was in-
credibly hard,” he said. 
Ray said in the past five years, Bur-
mese individuals have comprised 
the largest refugee group in Bowling 
Green. Working closely with the fami-
lies, Ray said another common chal-
lenge for them is “identifying what 
food they want and where they can 
get it.” Community Action provides 
information pamphlets of all the in-
ternational grocery stories in Bowling 
Green translated in many different 
languages. 
Ray said struggle also arises because 
many refugee families come from ru-
ral backgrounds when they grew their 
own food, but when they come to the 
U.S., they are placed in more urban 
apartment settings where it isn’t easy 
to have a garden. 
While some see SNAP as temporary 
assistance, families like Per Meh's see 
it as permanent help for their strug-
gling food security.
The family came to America in 2009 
from a refugee camp in Thailand and 
at first received little assistance. 
Nga Meh, Per Meh’s 11-year-old 
daughter, said it was difficult during 
this time, and her family would eat less 
or not eat at all. 
For Per Meh, SNAP has proved nec-
essary but difficult. When her now 
11-month-old son Micheal was born, 
it seemed that everything changed, 
she said through Nga Meh. Per Meh 
said the SNAP her family was receiving 
and the Medicaid her husband was re-
ceiving all stopped when her youngest 
son was born.
It took months of friends and volun-
teers calling for the assistance to be re-
stored. The family is still unsure of why 
exactly their assistance stopped. Per 
Meh said she would call the SNAP of-
fice several times for help, and no one 
would answer. 
The family has lived in America for 
six years, but Per Meh still cooks tra-
ditional Kerenni food for every meal. 
Nga Meh said her mother shops at lo-
cal Asian markets to find food, but it is 
difficult to get there sometimes since 
the entire family shares one car. 
Since then, the family has supple-
mented its diet with help from lo-
cal church food banks and their own 
garden. Nga Meh said in the warmer 
months, the family grows lots of veg-
etables, including peppers and toma-
toes, on the small plot behind its town-
house. 
Per Meh said the family is always 
worried that SNAP will abruptly stop 
again. 
Jen Kash met Per Meh’s family while 
volunteering at Briarwood Elemen-
tary’s English as a second language 
program. Kash said the family con-
nected since her son was the same 
age as Soh Reh and started playing 
on the same soccer team with him.
Kash regularly visits the family and
helps family members by taking
them to appointments or filling out
paperwork. 
Kash once drove Per Meh and other
refugee mothers in the neighborhood
to a farm to pick up what Kash thought
would be meat and produce. As one of
the women directed her down wind-
ing country roads, Kash wondered
how the family who usually needed
directions to navigate around the city
knew the farm so well. When they ar-
rived, she realized the families wanted
to pick out live chickens to take home
and slaughter for dinner.
“I said, ‘Are those chickens getting in
my mini-van?’ So they put them in two
boxes and put them in my car,” Kash
said.
Per Meh and her family go to Holy
Spirit Catholic Church with Kash. One
day Kash asked a friend who ran the
food bank at Holy Spirit to open on a
special day so Per Meh’s family could
pick out food. Because they shared one
car, the family was not able to visit the
bank during its normal hours.
“Per Meh just loaded up,” she said.
Kash said Per Meh was resourceful
with some unusual ingredients.
“There were these big ham bones,”
Kash said. “I think she’s a good cook
because she knew what to do with
them. But she took all that and I’m sure
made really good food out of it.”
Kash said she enjoys helping the
family because she feels for other fami-
lies that don’t have people to help with
small everyday tasks.
“I think of all the other refugee fami-
lies that don’t have someone looking
out for them,” she said.
FOOD STRUGGLE
Continued from FRONT
efficiency in the design in addition to 
meeting the goal of 500 new parking 
spots, said Russell.
Ogden College of Science and Engi-
neering is slated to have a new build-
ing by summer 2017, which is the 
fourth phase of its construction and 
renovation project. WKU has a design, 
and construction will go to a qualified 
contractor with the lowest bid, said 
Russell.
Belle and Associates Construction 
and Whittenberg Construction have 
submitted bids and are negotiating 
with WKU.
Construction will begin immedi-
ately after a firm is selected, said Rus-
sell.
After winter break, WKU students will 
have more dining options on campus.
Chili’s Grill & Bar will open on cam-
pus in January 2016 between the Au-
genstein Alumni Center and Alumni 
Square Garage. 
It will be Bowling Green’s first Chili’s 
as well as the first Chili’s on a Kentucky 
university’s campus, according to 
WKU News.
Aramark Higher Education will 
operate the restaurant, which will 
be within a building of about 7,000
square feet and have seats for 160
guests. The WKU Foundation will also
develop additional space for office
and retail business, according to WKU
News.
WKU’s new pub, Topper Tavern and
Grill, will be completed before stu-
dents return for the spring semester,




Money is tight when you are a refugee... 
and food stamps don't go as far as they 
hope.”
WKU graduate Brittany Ryan
Wkuherald.com





Sponsored by Friends of WKU Libraries, WKU Libraries, & School of Professional Studies Where Knowledge Unfolds
Kentucky Legislature to vote on prohibiting Palcohol in 2016
BY LEANORA BENKATO
HERALD.NEWS@WKU.EDU
Twenty-five states have 
passed laws prohibiting alco-
hol in crystalline form; Ken-
tucky might be next.
A bill, 16 RS BR-1, relating to 
powdered or crystalline alco-
holic beverage products has 
been prefiled for the 2016 state 
legislative session.
If passed, the bill would add 
a new section to KRS Chapter 
244 and amend KRS 241.010.
The new section to KRS 244 
would read as follows: “No 
person shall possess, sell, of-
fer for sale, or use of any pow-
dered or crystalline alcoholic 
beverage product.”
However, powdered alcohol 
is not yet on the market.
Rep. Jody Richards, D-War-
ren, the sponsor of the pre-
filed bill BR-1, said powdered 
alcohol would have a negative 
influence on society at large.
“It could lead to lack of pro-
ductivity on the part of folks, 
and I think it could even in-
crease visits to a doctor be-
cause I think people might 
overdose, drink too much, put 
too many packages in to get a 
bigger high,” Richards said.
Richards said the product 
would lead to increased incar-
cerations in Kentucky.
Powdered alcohol, marketed 
under the brand name Palco-
hol, is contained in individual 
packets of powdered ingredi-
ents that create one standard-
sized drink when mixed with 
six ounces of liquid, according 
to the product’s website.
Palcohol labels were given 
final approval in April by the 
Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and 
Trade Bureau after an initial 
approval was revoked due to 
an error.
The company at the center 
of the current conversation 
about powdered alcohol, Lips-
mark LLC, stands by the safety 
of its drink mixes.
Mark Phillips, the creator of 
the contested product, said in 
a video he posted to YouTube 
that Palcohol is akin to alco-
hol.
“Palcohol is just like liquid 
alcohol,” Phillips said. “It will 
be sold in the same licensed 
establishments where alco-
hol is currently sold, and only 
adults 21 years or older with 
proper identification can buy 
it.”
He said he envisions the 
product as a solution for out-
door enthusiasts who want to 
drink alcohol on outings but 
for whom a heavy liquid con-
tainer would be impractical to 
carry.
However, he believes the 
packaging and the properties 
of the powder do not make it 
an easier substance for spik-
ing drinks than liquid alcohol.
“The package is too big,” 
Phillips said in the video while 
displaying miniature liquor 
bottles against a 4-by-6-inch 
plastic pouch like the ones 
Palcohol will be sold in. “You 
could sneak four bottles in the 
same space as one packet of 
Palcohol. It will take at least 
a minute of stirring for all the 
powder to dissolve.”
Similarly, Phillips dismissed 
concerns from those who 
worry teens may want to snort 
the powder.
“There is absolutely no rea-
son, even for an irresponsible 
person, to snort powdered al-
cohol when they can just do 
a shot in two seconds and ac-
complish the same thing,” he 
said.
Some federal lawmakers 
want to address concerns 
about powdered alcohol on a 
national level.
Sen. Charles Schumer of 
New York, who referred to the 
substance as “Kool-Aid for 
underage drinking” in a press 
release last spring, introduced 
S.2935 to the Senate in March. 
If passed, the bill would 
amend the Federal Alcohol 
Administration Act “to pro-
hibit the manufacture, sale, 
distribution, or possession of 
powdered alcohol.”
“Underage alcohol abuse is a 
growing epidemic with tragic 
consequences, and powdered 
alcohol could exacerbate this,” 
Schumer said in the press re-
lease.
A previous version of BR-1 
died in Kentucky’s last legisla-
tive session when the house 
refused to vote on the issue.
The 2016 legislative session 
resumes in January.
Elizabethtown sophomore 
Kayshla Newbrough said al-
though some Kentuckians 
may enjoy using powdered al-
cohol, it is a bad idea.
“It’s easy access,” New-
brough said, noting the pow-
der could be added easily to 
a water bottle. “Think about 
people using it while driving.”
Bowling Green freshman 
Payton Spear said powdered 
alcohol wouldn’t be especially 
dangerous.
“You could use it the same 
as any normal alcohol,” Spear 
said with a shrug. “That’s the 
choice of anybody. If you want 
to abuse something, you’re go-
ing to abuse it, but if you don’t 
want to, you don’t have to. It’s 
all up to the user.”
OPINIONWKUHERALD.COM
DECEMBER 3, 2015 >  WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY 
Have an opinion? Tweet us 
@wkuherald or find us on Facebook 
at WKUHerald as well. Let us know 
your thoughts about the editorial, or 
write us with what is on your mind.
EDITORIAL CHECKING UP
The holiday season has arrived, and since we at the Herald have been given so much to write 
about this semester, we’ve decided to 
take this time to give back.
•To Skeleton’s Lair, we give a cheese 
sandwich, a $100 gift card to Denny’s 
and a sense of humor.
•To everyone we’ve made salty this se-
mester, we give hypertension medica-
tion.
•The citizens of Kentucky would also 
receive hypertension medication, but 
their choice in the recent election now 
prevents us from doing so.
•We give the Kentucky state govern-
ment a box of Band-Aids for all the cuts 
made to higher education funding. 
•To the administration, we give a copy 
of the Bill of Rights so they can brush 
up on the First Amendment.
•To President Gary Ransdell, we give a 
copy of Chinese Rosetta Stone so he can 
read the contracts he signs in the future.
•To Gordon Emslie, we give the gift of 
generosity. May he be inspired to make a 
small donation to funding the Talisman 
from his modest new teaching salary.
•To Housing and Residence Life, we 
give Terminex’s business card for all 
the ladybugs infesting the dorms.
•To the Student Government Associa-
tion, we give Advil to relieve all those 
headaches caused by the “Dub the 
Pub” competition.
•We give Jay Todd Richey a statue of 
Paul Revere for all those midnight calls 
to our staff.
•To the football team, we give a packed 
stadium on Dec. 5. Go Tops!
•To all the recent retirees, we give a 
timeshare in Florida. Due to budget 
cuts, we can only afford one weekend.
•To students of color, we give money 
from the pointless swim team budget 
to fund a well-deserved cultural center.
•To the Bowling Green Daily News, we 
give a heart for Bowling Green’s home-
less population.
•To the Odyssey, we would give our top 
five favorite Odyssey articles, but we 
weren’t able to find any.
•To Blaine Ferrell, we give a free Dom-
ino’s pizza for our cheesy advertising 
placement.
•To the man who assigns tickets for 
Parking and Transportation, we give 
the courage to deal with all the angry 
students yelling at him for doing his 
job. Keep up the good work.
•To Jason Thompson, we give love and 
best wishes.
•To the SGA Judicial Counsel, we give 
you a photo booth with special props: 
Gary Ransdell on a box and a dry-erase 
speech bubble.
'Tis the season
The herald's 2015 Christmas gifts
The seven best albums of the year
HERALD.OPINION@
WKU.EDU
“To Pimp A Butterfl y” 
by Kendrick Lamar:
In many ways, Comp-
ton rapper Kendrick 
Lamar’s “To Pimp a 
Butterfly” is this gen-
eration’s answer to 
Marvin Gaye’s “What’s 
Going On.” The pro-
duction is adventurous 
while instantly endur-
ing, and the subject 
matter tackles social 
injustice as well as per-
sonal conflict.
“Carrie & Lowell” by Sufjan Stevens:
Known for his lush instrumentation 
on previous albums such as “Age of 
Adz” and “Illinois,” singer-songwriter 
Sufjan Stevens strips everything back 
on his latest record and lets his tear-
jerking songwriting prowess shine.
“Sometimes I Sit And Think, And Some-
times I Just Sit” by Courtney Barnett:
Australian indie rocker Courtney 
Barnett makes quite the impression on 
her debut record. As vulnerable as it is 
vicious, the record channels inner tur-
moil on tracks like “Depreston” just as 
it channels rambling outer anguish on 
tracks like “Pedestrian at Best.”
“I Love You, Honeybear” by Father 
John Misty:
Don’t let the title fool you. Singer-
songwriter Father John Misty may 
come off as sentimental and heart-felt 
at times, but his music can be equally 
cynical and venomous. This record has 
its tongue in its cheek just as much as 
it has its heart on its sleeve.
“The Epic” by Kamasi Washington:
Sure, using the term “jazz fusion” 
to describe an album can be a huge 
turn-off to some, but give this thing a 
chance. With its beautiful orchestra-
tion, highly expressive instrumenta-
tion and groovy rhythms, this album 
does a good job of living up to its title.
“Currents” by Tame Impala:
Tame Impala mastermind Kevin 
Parker trades in some of the key ele-
ments — ‘60s-style fuzzed-out guitars 
and thunderous drums — of previous 
records for elements like ‘80s synthe-
sizers and finger snaps. Despite the 
dramatic sonic change, Tame Impala 
falls comfortably into a new sound, and 
Parker’s songwriting is as strong as ever.
“Sound & Color” by Alabama Shakes:
In “Sound & Color,” Alabama Shakes 
breaks free of the Southern rock-esque 
tendencies of its first record and trades 
them for a more concise, diverse and 





The Herald encourages readers to write letters and commentaries on topics of 
public interest. Here are a few guidelines:
1. Letters shouldn't exceed 250 words. Commentaries should be about 500 
words and include a picture.
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4. Letters may not run in every edition due to space.
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The weather is getting
colder and Christmas
is right around the cor-
ner, but before we get
too excited, we have to
buckle down and focus
on the week ahead. 
To begin, you should
make a list of all your
finals and projects that
will be due during the
week. This list will give
you a timeline that will
allow you to plan ac-
cordingly and ensure
you are aware of your exam times 
since they often differ from the class’s 
normal time.
After becoming aware of your exam 
times, you should find a quiet place to 
study. You may want to try the library, 
the Downing Student Union study 
lounge or a designated study area in 
your dorm. Having a quiet place to 
study allows you to stay focused and 
eliminates distractions.
The techniques you use while study-
ing play a huge role in retention. If 
you are using a studying method that 
doesn’t work for you, then you will not 
be able to retain the information you 
study. 
Everyone has different preferences, 
but a few options include making flash 
cards, repetitive reading of the mate-
rial, speaking aloud to yourself, draw-
ing pictures or making mnemonic 
devices and doing practice questions. 
You may want to try out as many op-
tions as possible to see which is most 
beneficial for you.
Studying may seem like the most im-
portant facet of acing a final, but con-
sistently studying can be hard on the 
brain. Don’t forget your body needs 
sleep to function properly. If you sac-
rifice sleep for studying, you will have 
no energy the next day, and your brain 
will not perform its best. 
Food is also extremely important, so 
try to fill yourself with healthy foods 
that will give you energy, and make 
sure to drink plenty of water. Coffee 
seems to be a staple in the diets of 
college students during finals week, 
but building yourself up with caffeine 
will cause you to crash. Taking care of 
yourself and getting sleep at night will 
help you avoid the caffeine trap.
Finals week can be rigorous, but if 
you relax, study and keep yourself 
healthy emotionally and physically, 
you will conquer.
Create healthy 
habits to do 
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1 Set into motion
8 Golf alternative, briefly
15 Red bowlful
16 __ Itzá: Mayan ruins
17 Classic leading man who 
moonlighted at a pharmacy?
19 Second of 24
20 L.A. Kings’ org.
21 Management
22 Fiji’s region
25 Pulitzer-winning writer 
who moonlighted in a 
nightly news studio?
32 Saying that often goes 
without saying
33 Breaks down
34 One with a handbook
36 Tony winner Huffman
37 Bolshoi outfit
38 Kitchen bar




44 Actor who 
moonlighted 
in a brass 
band?
47 Makes complementary 
(to)




57 English author 
who moonlighted at 
LensCrafters?
61 Enhances in the kitchen
62 “That’s my 
recommendation”









5 “__ du lieber!”
6 From that place
7 Rembrandt and Picasso, 
at times
8 Obsolescent family room 
fixture
9 Justification
10 Puzzle sometimes 
framed
11 Hose shade
12 Southeast Asian 
language
13 Garden party protection





25 City SSW of Dallas
26 Praise to the heavens
27 To help, to Henri
28 Piece of toast?
29 Expenditure
30 Activity of great 
interest?
31 __ One: vodka brand
35 Scam
39 Proper
40 In a lather, with “up”
41 Words with take or lose
42 Fund-raiser
43 Like “fain”: Abbr.
45 Poe of the Baltimore 
Ravens, for one
46 Certain agent’s area
48 Mozart title starter
49 General Motors 
subsidiary
50 Substitute in a list
51 Ph.D. hurdle
53 Both, at the start
54 Contests
55 Smithsonian, e.g.: Abbr.
56 PD ranks
58 Italian diminutive suffix
59 Venom transmitter
60 Arguable ability
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Note to Readers: The College Heights Herald screens ads for misleading or false claims 
but cannot guarantee any ad or claim. Please use caution when answering ads, especially 
when asked to send money or provide credit card information. The College Heights Herald 
is not responsible for the content or validity of these paid classifi ed ads.
FOR SALE
BUY - SELL - TRADE: Games, DVDs, Records! 
Also, comics, toys, CCGs, RPGs, more! The Great 
Escape Records & Comics. 2945 Scottsville Rd (near 
Greenwood Mall) (270)782-8092
FOR RENT
1 BEDROOM AND STUDIO APARTMENTS 
AVAILABLE. 1555 Chestnut St. 1 bedroom apartments 
- $420 a month. Studio apartments - $385/month. Call 
Chandler Property Management for more information 
270-782-8282
MISCELLANEOUS
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RANCHERO
Twenty minutes outside Bowl-ing Green, a small ranch houses a Greenwood High School senior who 
is holding on to his bi-ethnic Hispanic identity.
Marcos Espinoza, 17, of Oxnard, California, is a 
U.S. citizen who is proud of his Guatemalan and 
Mexican ancestry.
When not on the family ranch, which houses three 
generations of his family, he feels split when choos-
ing to represent himself.
“On the ranch, I can do whatever I want, but when 
you go outside, it’s different,” said Espinoza.
To escape stresses of daily life, he spends time 
on the ranch, where he is able to ride horses, day-
dream, hang out with family and be a country boy.
BY BETINA GARCIA /SPECIAL TO THE HERALD 
TOP LEFT: Marcos Espinoza cleans the barn at his family's ranch in early September so he and his family members can relax inside. The equipment scattered throughout 
the barn was brought from their ranch in California, which was signifi cantly smaller than the one in Bowling Green. "[The ranch] is like our own little world," said Espinoza. 
TOP RIGHT: Marcos Espinoza takes a break at his family's ranch. Espinoza, who grew up in California, is part Mexican and part Guatemalan. His grandfather fl ed Guate-
mala to escape local violence. Espinoza represents a group of young Hispanics who were born in America but often are burdened with picking a cultural side. "I feel like 
an American, but I got that Mexican blood in me," said Espinoza. "I feel like I am two diff erent persons. I have to choose one, never both." 
BOTTOM: On a Sunday in September, Marcos Espinoza rests in the hammock at his family's ranch. Almost every Sunday, his parents attend Iglesia La Hermosa, a Hispanic
church in Bowling Green. They encourage Espinoza and his siblings to take part but do not force them. "I don’t like going [to church] so much," he said. "I would rather stay 
here and chill with my uncle and his friends. I've always been a ranch boy, like a country boy." 
Marcos Espinoza, 17, rides his 
horse Maximo at his family's 
ranch in Bowling Green in early 
September. “When I’m riding, 
it’s like daydreaming," Espinoza 
said. "It makes you think about 
your future ... like what you’re 
messing up in and what you’re 
doing good in. Or if you need 
to spend more time with your 
family."
Seniors Tara Blanzy of Naperville, Ill., right, and Brennan Elsas of Lincoln, Ill., started "Gone Nuts,” a small business that sells handmade peanut butter, in April of this year. "It's been an inter-
esting ride starting our own business and trying to balance that with classes," said Blanzy. GABRIEL SCARLETT/HERALD
LIFEWKUHERALD.COM
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BY BRITTINY MOORE
HERALD.FEATURES@WKU.EDU
For more than three years, WKU’s 
therapy dog CanDoo has worked on 
campus to provide students, faculty, 
staff, military personnel and others a 
calming presence.
“[CanDoo] is a unique asset that not 
a lot of universities have,” Military Stu-
dent Services assistant Kent Johnson 
said. “It’s unique to WKU that we have 
this therapy dog here during the semes-
ter for students when they need him.”
This week, CanDoo, the English 
cream golden retriever, spent time vis-
iting a local family in need.
“He is the most patient dog I have 
ever met in my life,” former caretaker 
of CanDoo Julie Taylor said. “He’s very 
relaxed and very pleasant.”
Taylor also noted that CanDoo is re-
ceptive to human emotions and gets 
the sense that he can tell what his pa-
tients are feeling.
“He offers a cuddly face,” she said. 
“He gives campus a distraction to the 
stresses we have at the moment.”
Usually, he can be visited in Tate Page 
Hall in room 408, but calling to ensure 
the dog is in office first is recommended. 
He also makes visits off campus, particu-
larly to military personnel and children. 
Johnson said the effect CanDoo has 
on the larger WKU population is a re-
warding experience and that he loves 
seeing the reactions of people every-
where they go with CanDoo. 
“He’s just a sweet boy,” he said. 
CanDoo has been working with 
WKU for more than three years in Mili-
tary Student Services.
“With [CanDoo] being here pretty 
much every day, it’s good because a lot 
SEE CANDOO PAGE B2
WKU’s therapy 
dog promotes a 
‘CanDoo’ attitude
It’s unique to WKU 
that we have this 
therapy dog here 
during the semester 
for students when 
they need him.”
Military Student Services 
assistant Kent Johnson
NUTTY BEHAVior
Local peanut butter business spreads
BY ANDREW CRITCHELOW
HERALD.FEATURES@WKU.EDU
A local peanut butter company is in business and hopes to satisfy Bowling Green’s sweet 
tooth while using local ingredients.
Gone Nuts, created in April by 
21-year-old senior Tara Blanzy and 
22-year-old senior Brennan Elsas, 
makes a wide variety of peanut but-
ters and sells its products at various 
farmers markets across the state. El-
sas, of Lincoln, Illinois, said the idea 
of creating a peanut butter business 
came simply from frequenting the lo-
cal farmers market circuit.
“We started going to the farmers 
markets on Saturdays, and we really 
liked the atmosphere there and ev-
erything that was going on, and we 
noticed that no one else had peanut 
butter,” Elsas said. “We both liked pea-
nut butter, so we just said, ‘Let’s make 
some peanut butter.’”
According to Elsas, he and Blanzy, of 
Naperville, Illinois, met on the WKU 
swim team and had been dating for 
about 2 1/2 years before they formu-
lated the idea for the business. Blanzy 
said working with Elsas has been a joy.
“He keeps things so lighthearted and 
allows me to relax,” Blanzy said. “If we 
weren’t in this together, I think I would 
have gone crazy by now because I can 
be serious all the time.”
Elsas is currently studying agricul-
tural business at WKU while Blanzy is 
studying marketing and has a job as a 
nanny for a local family. Blanzy said it 
can be difficult to balance her other 
responsibilities with the business.
“Balancing it with school and nan-
nying is tough,” Blanzy said. “There 
are many late nights in the kitchen 
trying to get products made, but I 
wouldn’t trade it for anything.”
Elsas said it took the couple about 
two months to create peanut butter 
that was truly to their liking. He said 
Alumnae reminisce time on the Hill, 87 years of friendship
BY EMMA AUSTIN
HERALD.FEATURES@WKU.EDU
Betty Topmiller Ward and Dorothy 
Taylor Hanes, WKU alumnae, have 
been best friends for 87 years.
Hanes said her parents moved to the 
house across the street from the Top-
millers when she was just 5 months 
old and Ward was 6 months old.
“We literally did everything togeth-
er,” Ward said about Hanes and her-
self. “We had many funny experiences 
— classic experiences.”
Both women attended WKU togeth-
er in the late 1940s, but their history 
with the university extends beyond 
that. The two friends grew up living 
across the street from each other and 
right next to WKU’s campus.
“Betty and I felt like Western’s cam-
pus was our playground,” said Hanes.
Hanes said one of their favorite things 
to do was take roller skates to the top of 
the Hill with a group of friends.
“We would skate around Dr. Cherry’s 
statue,” Hanes said. “The last person 
would grab ahold of the fence, and ev-
erybody else would go sailing over the 
bushes. We enjoyed doing that.”
Hanes also remembers cooking 
breakfast with food from the remains 
of WKU’s annual Homecoming bon-
fire.
Friends and WKU alumnae Betty Topmiller Ward, left, and Dorothy Taylor Hanes, right, 
graduated from the university in 1949. Photo Submitted by Dorothy Taylor HaneSEE BEST FRIENDS PAGE B2
SEE GONE NUTS PAGE B2
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The CEBS Faculty and 
Staff proudly recognize the 
accomplishments of our  
Fall 2015 Graduates
Malt beverage spikes attention at national level
BY SHELBY BRUCE 
HERALD.FEATURES@WKU.EDU
An alcoholic beverage people 
commonly drink on college 
campuses is stirring trouble at 
the state and national levels.
Attorney General Jack Con-
way and 16 other state at-
torneys general wrote a let-
ter dated Sept. 28 to Phusion 
Projects LLC that entreated 
the company to reduce the 
alcohol content of its flavored 
malt beverage Four Loko.
In March 2014, Conway and 
19 other attorneys general re-
solved accusations with Phu-
sion Projects about its promo-
tion of the drink to minors, 
promotion of alcohol misuse 
and excessive consumption of 
the drink and failure to release 
information about the dan-
gerous outcomes of drinking 
caffeinated alcoholic bever-
ages.
Campbellsville senior Dallas 
Carroll is a 21-year-old oppo-
nent of the beverage.
“Four Loko's marketing 
strategies do nothing to high-
light the dangers of the drink,” 
Carroll said. 
According to the National 
Institute on Alcohol Abuse 
and Alcoholism, one standard 
serving of alcohol is defined 
as having about 0.6 ounces of 
pure alcohol.
“Some may use this due to be-
ing able to get more alcohol into 
their system faster and cheap-
er,” Ronnie Ward, public infor-
mation officer for the Bowling 
Green Police Department, said.
For contrast, one Four Loko 
beverage is 23.5 ounces, has a 
12 percent alcohol concentra-
tion and contains 4.7 servings 
of alcohol.
“The root problem is not the 
introduction of the drink to 
the store,” Ward said. “A per-
son needs to decide for them-
selves if they can handle it or 
not, and to be cliché: Drink 
responsibly.”
The amount of alcohol in 
Four Loko beverages has also 
brought up the danger of binge 
drinking, which the CDC de-
fines as consuming five or 
more alcoholic beverages 
for men and four or more for 
women in a two-hour period.
“Drinking just one can of 
Four Loko therefore consti-
tutes a binge drinking episode 
according to the CDC,” the at-
torney general said in their let-
ter to Phusion Projects.
One incentive for the letter 
was an incident earlier this 
year in Edgewater, Florida, 
when a teen pled no contest 
to DUI manslaughter after 
killing his 16-year-old cousin 
in a wreck after he had re-
portedly been drinking a Four 
Loko, according to Allison 
Gardner Martin, the com-
munications director for the 
Kentucky Office of the Attor-
ney General.
“The accident and other 
similar incidents involving 
teenagers were the catalysts 
for the letter,” Martin said.
Although Bowling Green has 
no documentation of Four 
Loko contributing to any acci-
dents in the area, outcomes of 
drinking alcohol come down 
to the consumer, Ward said.
“This is no different than 
people complaining the gov-
ernment is making them wear 
a seatbelt,” said Ward. “It is 
protection from yourself.”
The letter was signed by at-
torneys general from the fol-
lowing states in addition to 
Kentucky: Ohio, the District of 
Columbia, Hawaii, Idaho, Il-
linois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,
Michigan, Mississippi, New
Mexico, North Carolina, Penn-
sylvania, Rhode Island, South
Carolina and Vermont.
“I think the actual outcome will
be something positive involving
the alcohol percentage, size of
the product or — most impor-
tantly — the way the drink is
marketed,” Carroll said. “I would
like to see the drink banned due
to personal bias; however, if
any of the above changes were
made, I'd be happy.”
After Conway and the other
attorneys general expressed
similar thoughts to Phusion
Projects in their letter, the out-
comes they hope for include
reducing the alcohol content
in the current size of a Four
Loko or reducing the serving








fi ce in 2013. 
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the process involved much experi-
mentation.
“We just taught ourselves,” Elsas said. 
“With how to get our consistency and 
our flavors and all that stuff, we just 
winged it.”
Gone Nuts currently makes a variety 
of peanut butter flavors including hon-
ey, cinnamon cashew and pumpkin 
pie. Elsas said the company’s bestseller 
so far has been the honey flavor.
“We get a lot of people who get that 
just because we use local honey,” Elsas 
said. “It’s a pretty diverse product; you 
can use it on a lot of things.”
Gone Nuts has sold its products in a va-
riety of venues, including the Commu-
nity Farmers Market in Bowling Green, 
Bounty of the Barrens Farmers Market in 
Glasgow and at several festivals.
Jackson Rolett, local farmer and 
member of the Community Farmers 
Market, said it has been exciting to 
watch Gone Nuts grow as a business.
“They do so well developing their 
customer base and listening to what 
their customers want,” Rolett said, “so 
it’s really cool to see — should they 
take their business to the next level — 
where they go with it.”
Elsas said despite only having two 
members, the company is doing well 
with current staffing but might add more 
members as the company expands.
“Having two people is pretty per-
fect,” Elsas said. “I think we divide our 
responsibilities pretty well.”
Blanzy said the business’s reception 
has been great so far even though the 
company is still in its early stages.
“The thing that makes me the most 
proud is that our customers keep com-
ing back,” Blanzy said. “It shows that
they truly love our product and value
local businesses and local ingredients.”
In the future, the duo hope to de-
velop new flavors of peanut butter and
launch a new website in January. Blan-
zy credits the joy of her work so far to
the values the company holds.
“What I like most about our busi-
ness is that our products are focused
on being refined-sugar-free and grain-
free,” Blanzy said. “Our company truly
values the health of others, and we
love providing fresh products using as
many local ingredients as possible.”
GONE NUTS
Continued from LIFE
of times with our students, you never 
know when something is going to hap-
pen and they’re going to have a bad 
day,” Johnson said. “As much as we 
would like to know, you can’t schedule 
your bad days.”
CanDoo also provides services to the 
Kelly Autism Program by aiding chil-
dren with certain learning disabilities.  
The KAP is designed to provide ser-
vices to individuals aged 7 and older 
who have been diagnosed on the au-
tism spectrum; it also assists their fam-
ilies, according to the KAP website.
Therapy dogs can help lower blood 
pressure, reduce patient anxiety, and 
increase levels of the hormone oxyto-
cin and of certain endorphins, accord-
ing to the Therapy Dog Certification 
website.
Therapy dogs also benefit humans 
by boosting happiness, improving em-
pathy, stimulating better pair bonding 
and promoting a happier life, the web-
site stated.
When CanDoo was younger, he had 
several surgeries due to ACL issues; he 
has come a long way during his time at 
WKU, Johnson said. 
Johnson also noted CanDoo has oc-
casional aches and pains but is still do-
ing very well. He added that this trial in 
CanDoo’s life represents how fitting his 
name is.
“He’s a special-needs dog himself,” 
Johnson said. “His story is a 'CanDoo' 
kind of story.”
“It was right beside my yard,” Hanes 
said, “Betty and I would get up in the 
morning and take a skillet and go over 
to the bonfire and cook our breakfast.”
Both women also recall taking piano 
lessons together on College Street. The 
two girls would walk to their teacher’s 
house together for each lesson.
“She would take for 30 minutes then 
I would take for 30 minutes,” said 
Hanes. 
Ward added that after their lessons, 
they would walk to town and buy hot 
dogs and chocolate colas from the 
dime store before walking back home 
together.
Hanes and Ward had many other 
memorable experiences together, like 
putting swimsuits on under their paja-
mas and sneaking out to go swimming 
at the pool on campus. 
“We had a carefree childhood,” 
Hanes said.
Both women grew up knowing they 
would attend WKU, Hanes said. They 
officially became Hilltoppers in 1945.
“Back then, if your parents lived here 
[in Bowling Green], you did not live in 
the dorm,” Hanes said. 
Hanes and Ward wanted their par-
ents to move away so they could live 
together on campus.
Hanes majored in home economics, 
and Ward majored in elementary edu-
cation. Because of their different stud-
ies, the two friends did not take many 
of the same classes. In grade school, 
they had been in the same class with 
the same teacher every year.
Despite their different schedules, 
Hanes and Ward still found ways to 
spend time together, including joining 
the Baptist Student Union.
After graduation, when some friends 
begin to lose contact, Hanes and Ward 
remained as close as ever.
Although Ward moved to Pensacola, 
Florida, not long after graduation, 
Hanes said it was not hard for them to 
stay in touch.
“She was in my wedding, and I was in 
her wedding,” said Hanes.
Both women eventually started fam-
ilies of their own. Ward traveled back 
home with her family frequently to 
stay with her parents, and Hanes did 
the same with her family. Hanes said 
their children also grew up together.
Although they do not see each other 
now as often as they used to, Hanes 
said she usually tries to visit Ward in 
Florida about three times each year. 
When they get together, they like to 
play card games like bridge and ca-
nasta.
“We sit and talk and talk and talk,” 
Hanes said. “When we try to go to 
sleep, one of us will say, ‘Oh, you re-
member this?’” Ward said they love re-
membering old times together.
Both women still keep up with WKU 
and stay updated on the sports teams. 
Hanes attends the home football, bas-
ketball and volleyball games to cheer 
on her Hilltoppers and Lady Toppers, 
and Ward watches televised events 
from Florida. Ward she is proud of 
WKU and of how well the football team 
has done this season.
Hanes said their friendship has last-
ed so long because the two get along 
better than sisters.
“We just had many wonderful expe-
riences,” said Ward. “We couldn’t have 
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Hilltoppers with opportunity against No. 12 Xavier
BY MATTHEW STEWART
HERALD.SPORTS@WKU.EDU
The Hilltoppers regained 
some momentum after they 
took down Eastern Kentucky 
off a last-second Justin John-
son basket. The sophomore 
forward sealed the deal with 
his first carrier 3-pointer on 
the Hill.
WKU will look to bring that 
momentum into its next game 
against the 12th ranked team 
in the country: Xavier. 
The Musketeers are 7-0 on 
the season with some tough 
wins by large margins. 
Xavier took down the Dayton 
Flyers (5-1) this past Sunday to 
win the Advocare Invitational 
with a final score of 90-61. 
“They are [No.] 12 in the 
country,” Head Coach Ray 
Harper said. “I watched them 
the other night against Day-
ton, and I think of the teams 
that I have seen. They are play-
ing as good as anyone in the 
country right now.”
The WKU basketball team 
has been experimenting with 
different lineups and groups 
on the floor.
As Harper warned in pre-
season, the team still hasn’t 
found one set combination of 
players with which Harper can 
implement his system. 
But Harper is learning about 
the hand he has been dealt, 
and glimpses show the Top-
pers have different pieces that 
can work well together. 
“We may even go smaller 
here moving forward,” said 
Harper when asked what line-
up he envisioned against the 
Musketeers. 
Several notable basketball 
analysts have tipped Xavier to 
make the Final Four if it con-
tinues to play at the level that 
it is right now. 
Andy Katz of ESPN just 
placed Xavier in the No. 5 spot 
of the ESPN Weekly Power 
Rankings. Xavier has five play-
ers averaging double figures, 
and these performances will 
pose some threats to WKU, 
who struggled to keep the of-
fense of EKU from going on 
runs. 
Harper will look for veteran 
leaders like Johnson to help 
keep the Hilltoppers settled in 
the game. 
Johnson is shooting .671
from the field through seven 
games with a team-high aver-
age of 16.9 points per game. 
This season he has accounted 
for nearly 21 percent of the 
team’s total offensive output. 
Johnson also has hauled in
team-high 60 total rebounds 
— again, nearly 21 percent of 
the team’s total boards. 
Playing in just over 13 per-
cent of the Hilltoppers total 
minutes played, he has ac-
counted for over 20 percent of 
the team’s output. 
But the Toppers will be test-
ed by the likes of sophomore 
guard Trevon Bluiett, who has 
played more minutes than any 
other Musketeer and is aver-
aging a team-high 14.3 points 
per game. The team will also 
be challenged by senior for-
ward James Farr, who is aver-
aging nearly a double double 
on the season with nine re-
bounds per game through 
seven contests and 9.4 points 
per game. 
“It will be a great test for our
guys. You know as a player and 
a coach you want to compete, 
and you are going to get that 
opportunity Saturday night. 
You are going to get a tough, 
defensive-minded team. We 
are going to have to match 
their intensity on both ends of 
the court,” said Harper.
The game is set to tip off on
Saturday at 7:30 p.m. at the 
Cintas Center in Cincinnati.
Junior guard Fredrick Edmond (25) drives the ball past Stony Brook University's guard Ahmad Walker 
(5) during the Hilltoppers’ 67-66 win Saturday at Diddle Arena. SHABAN ATHUMAN/HERALD
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Freshman guard and forward Kayla 
Smith has been a big player for Head 
Coach Michelle Clark-Heard off the 
bench thus far. Smith is averaging 
9.8 points per game and has logged 
107 minutes.
Saturday’s matchup will be an-
other quick turnaround for WKU 
after it played a midweek contest 
last night.
This pace won’t be new to the Lady 
Toppers, who had to do the same
two-day turnaround two weeks ago
from Ball State to Louisville and
played two games in two days last
week in the 2015 GCI Great Alaska
Shootout.
The Lady Toppers played on the 
road in Oxford, Mississippi, against
Ole Miss on Dec. 2, but as of time
of publication, final statistics and
comments were not available. Pri-
or to the clash with Ole Miss, the




Cosby turned in a season-high 26 
points on eight of 11 shooting form 
behind the 3-point line.
“I got a lot of shots up during shoot-
around, and my teammates did a 
great job of finding me,” Cosby said. 
“They did a great job getting me in an 
early rhythm.”
While the night ended with a Hill-
topper victory, there is work still to be 
done as WKU gave up 84 points while 
the Colonels shot 50 percent from the 
field and made 60 percent of their 25 
attempted 3-pointers.
“We have to defend the three better 
than we did tonight,” Harper said. “We 
were able to respond with some big 
plays, and we had guys like Cosby and 
Johnson who were not afraid to take 
the big shots. That was just a great end-
ing to a good rivalry game and a good 
win for a new, young basketball team.”
The Hilltoppers will be back in action 
Saturday as they travel to Cincinnati to 
take on the No. 12 Xavier Musketeers.
JOHNSON
Continued from SPORTS
was an enjoyable night and good for 
the players to get a chance to talk with 
fans,” Head Coach Travis Hudson said.
Despite the top 16 teams in the RPI 
typically being given the home advan-
tage and getting to host first-round op-
ponents, the Lady Toppers instead will 
be traveling across the country to Utah 
to take on Arizona.
“Out of the top 15 RPI’s, the only team 
that didn’t get to host was the [No.] 13 
team, which was us,” Hudson said. 
“I’ll be mad about that later. Do I think 
that these kids deserved a better draw? 
There is no question, but right now the 
focus is on Arizona.”
Although Arizona has a record that 
might not be as impressive as the Lady 
Toppers’, it plays in the Pac-12 Confer-
ence, which garners multiple Top 25 
teams each season.  
The Lady Topper volleyball team is 
being careful not to underestimate its 
opponent, which has been tested at a 
high level multiple times this season.
“They play in maybe the toughest 
volleyball league in the country. They 
have 13 losses, but probably eight 
or nine of them were against Top 20 
teams. They are a terrific team — a 
really difficult first-round matchup,” 
Hudson said. “They are big and physi-
cal and used to playing high-level 
competition.”
Hudson said the team may not have 
gotten the draw it deserved but that he 
and the staff are looking past that and 
are focusing on what they can control: 
how their team plays volleyball.
WKU has a talented group taking the 
court this year with leadership, skill 
and a since of unity. The Lady Tops are 
focusing on consistency at the team 
level rather than individual level.  
“It’s a constant battle about getting 
a little bit better every day, and I think 
this group has done that, and I think 
we are playing our best volleyball right 
now,” Hudson said.
Arizona, playing in a big-time confer-
ence and having a talented squad in its 
own right, will be a tough matchup for 
the Hilltoppers.
Junior outside hitter Kalei Mau was 
named to the Pac-12 all-conference 
team along with junior setter Penina 
Snuka. Mau has thrown down 489 kills 
— over 100 more than WKU sopho-
more Alyssa Cavanaugh — on 1,486 at-
tacks to go for a 4.3 kills per set stat line.
“Left side they have a girl, No. 10 
Mau,” Hudson said. “Alyssa has taken 
like 900 swings for us. Mau has taken 
almost 1500 swings for them, she is a 
terrific volleyball player and certainly 
somebody we will have to try and con-
trol.”
Hudson is proud of what his team has 
accomplished so far this season and
knows he has a special group heading
out to Utah. The energy surrounding
the team is high, and the players and
coaches are excited for the challenges
that lie ahead.  
“I think offensively we are as good as
anybody; we have to focus on defense,”
Hudson said. “I think if you look at Ari-
zona’s hitting percentage, that will tell
the tale. If we hold them in the very low
200s, I think we win the match. If we let
them hit somewhere around 300, it’s
probably bad news.”
The game will take place at Brigham
Young University’s Smith Fieldhouse
in Provo, Utah, on Friday at 6 p.m.
VOLLEYBALL
Continued from SPORTS
Do I think that these kids deserved a better 
draw? Th ere is no question, but right now the 
focus is on Arizona.”
We are going to have to match their 
intensity on both ends of the court.”
Head Coach Travis Hudson
Head Coach Ray Harper
Johnson’s last-second 3-pointer leads Toppers past EKU
BY JOHN REECER 
HERALD.SPORTS@WKU.EDU
Sophomore forward Justin 
Johnson picked the ideal time 
to hit his first career 3-point 
basket as a Hilltopper during 
Tuesday evening’s matchup 
with what had been the 6-1 
Eastern Kentucky Colonels.
Johnson’s 3-pointer at the fi-
nal buzzer gave WKU (4-3) a 
much-needed victory by a score 
of 86-84 after the Hilltoppers 
dropped two losses in the Gulf 
Coast Showcase last weekend.
“It meant a lot at that mo-
ment,” Johnson said. “It was 
incredible to hit a shot like 
that to win a game, and I am 
just blessed.”
Johnson finished the game 
with a double-double as he 
notched 22 points on 10 of 
15 shots from the field while 
grabbing 11 rebounds.
“We thought he was capa-
ble of this,” Head Coach Ray 
Harper said. “That is a young 
man that we put a lot of time 
and effort into recruiting be-
cause we thought that once 
George Fant left, he could be 
his replacement. I think he is 
only touching the surface on 
where he could be.”
WKU began the matchup 
on a quick 21-2 run thanks 
to some early sharpshooting 
from senior guard Aaron Cos-
by. However, due to turnover 
issues, the Colonels answered 
back with an 18-2 run of their 
own.
“We got to start putting 
teams away early,” Johnson 
said. “We had a perfect oppor-
tunity right there, but we just 
didn’t do it. We got ourselves in 
a dogfight, and we were fortu-
nate to win.”
The Hilltoppers only held 
a 39-38 lead at halftime as 
the Colonels’ full court press 
turned the game back in their 
favor. The Hilltoppers gave up 
15 turnovers on the evening.
“They were able to turn us 
over with the press, and we 
started to overdribble,” Coach 
Harper said. “That’s a defense 
that you beat by passing the 
ball, not by dribbling.”
However, WKU got used to 
the Colonel press in the sec-
ond half and was able to build 
a lead down the stretch thanks 
in large part to the shooting of 
senior guard Aaron Cosby. Sophomore Justin Johnson (23) dunks the ball during the Hilltoppers’ 86-84 overtime win against 
Eastern Kentucky University at Diddle Arena on Tuesday. ANDREW LIVESAY/HERALD 
BY EVAN HEICHELBECH
HERALD.SPORTS@WKU.EDU
The Lady Toppers basketball team will 
face Austin Peay University’s Lady Govs on 
Dec. 5 at 4 p.m. in Diddle Arena after the 
football team’s Conference USA Champi-
onship clash that Saturday morning.
Austin Peay is just 2-7 on the season 
but has played tough competitions so 
far, including games against California, 
Vanderbilt and Indiana.
In those contests, Austin Peay lost to 
California 58-67 at home and lost on the 
road to both Vanderbilt and Indiana 56-
73 and 58-90, respectively.
The Lady Govs have also played two com-
mon opponents with WKU this season.
While the Lady Toppers lost to Ball 
State by a 14-point margin, the Lady 
Governers lost 72-44 at Ball State on 
Nov. 23, four days after WKU fell 74-60 
to the Cardinals.
Austin Peay also played Middle Ten-
nessee Nov. 29 and fell 86-55. WKU will 
play the Blue Raiders twice this season 
in conference play: Jan. 30 in Murfrees-
boro and Feb. 25 in Bowling Green.
Austin Peay has a bit more experience on 
its roster compared to the Lady Toppers.
The Lady Govs have 13 upperclass-
men on their roster whereas WKU has 
only five returning players.
Senior guard Tiasha Gray and junior 
center Tearra Banks lead the Lady Govs; 
respectively, they average 16 and 13.3 
points per game.
The Lady Govs are shooting just 37 
percent from the field and have a -12 
scoring margin through nine games.
The Lady Toppers are seeing veterans like 
redshirt junior guard Kendall Noble and 
sophomore forwards Tashia Brown and Ivy 
Brown emerge to be leaders for the team. 
Micah Jones is out for the year after sus-
taining a knee injury against Louisville.
All three veteran players average at 
least 12.3 points per game and have 
played a combined 399 minutes com-
pared to just 401 for the rest of the team.
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WKU faces fi rst round of NCAA tournament
BY MATTHEW STEWART 
HERALD.SPORTS@WKU.EDU
The WKU women’s volley-ball team (31-3) is ready to start the second leg of its 
postseason.
After winning their second consec-
utive Conference USA regular season 
and tournament championships, the 
Lady Toppers are No. 20 in the nation 
in the AVCA poll and have earned the 
No. 13 spot in the RPI rankings.
After the selection show ended last 
Sunday night, the attention has shift-
ed to the Lady Tops’ first-round oppo-
nent: Arizona (19-13).
Head Coach Travis Hudson and the 
team were excited for the community to 
show as much support as they did at the 
viewing party for the selection show.
“It has been little by little over the 
years that kids have garnered more 
interest from the community. It 
Sophomore setter Jessica Lucas (1) sets the ball for senior middle hitter Noelle Langenkamp (13) during the Lady Toppers’ 
match against UTSA Oct. 9 at Diddle Arena. ABBEY TANNER/HERALD
SEE VOLLEYBALL PAGE B3
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The last two seasons for the WKU 
football team have been record-break-
ing years.
During that span, the Hilltoppers 
have become one of the nation’s pre-
miere passing offenses, won their first 
FBS bowl game and are now compet-
ing for their first conference champi-
onship since 2002.
Also in that span, Jeff Brohm became 
head coach.
In his time at the helm, WKU has 
gone 18-7 overall in its freshman and 
sophomore seasons in Conference 
USA.
The culture has changed from a pro-
gram that recently held a 26-game los-
ing streak to a winning environment 
that has the team ranked No. 27 in the 
country.  
Much of this success has to do with 
the changing of the guard in hiring 
Brohm. 
His approach to the game has made 
both players and fans believe in the 
Hilltopper football program once 
again.
“He's the best I've been around. He's 
a player’s coach; he understands what 
it takes to win,” offensive coordinator 
Tyson Helton said. “He understands 
the issues they go through. He knows 
what's really important, and he doesn't 
let the little things get in the way.”
Helton believes Brohm has also 
brought things to the program that 
have nothing to do with football at all.
“He's a family guy first. Faith, family, 
football is what he always talks about,” 
Helton said. “It's a joy every week to go 
work for a guy like that.”
Brohm has coached the Hilltoppers 
into a rare opportunity. 
This Saturday as the Hilltoppers take 
on Southern Mississippi at Smith Sta-
dium, WKU will be trying to win its first 
conference championship at the FBS 
level. 
Throughout the 10 conference 
championships in the program’s his-
tory, only five of those teams also 
reached double-digit wins, something 
this season’s 10-2 team has already 
achieved.
When asked where winning a con-
ference championship would rank on 
his career accomplishment list, Brohm 
did not hesitate in his response.
“It would be No. 1. I’m a young head 
coach, and to be able to win a cham-
pionship, it’s really what it’s all about,” 
Brohm said. “It’s what you work to-
wards the hardest as a player and as a 
coach.”
Brohm noted the shared sense of 
success on the team — a feeling that 
each individual player helped made 
this progress happen over the last two 
years.
“To do it with this program, who I 
feel great about the progress we made, 
I feel great about the type of kids we 
have in our program,” Brohm said. “I 
think they are all hungry; they all have 
a chip on their shoulder. They all are 
excited to be in Conference USA and 
take it to this championship level and 
try to win.”
With the timing of Brohm’s hire and 
the shift to C-USA, a completely new 
era of WKU football was born that has 
had just one goal since inception: a 
conference title.
“It’s something a lot of our guys have 
worked extremely hard for. We don’t 
talk about the prize at the end a lot, but 
we work extremely hard daily to get 
there, so I’m happy for them as much 
as anyone,” Brohm said.
Brohm has a storied history as a play-
er before he became a coach.
As a former three-year starter for the 
University of Louisville, Brohm ranks 
among the all-time leaders for pass-
ing yards, touchdown passes, comple-
tions, total offense and completion 
percentage. After college, he went on to 
play for multiple NFL franchises. After 
his playing career ended, he coached 
at programs such as Louisville, Florida 
Atlantic, Illinois and UAB.
When Brohm came to WKU in 2013 
as the assistant head coach and offen-
sive coordinator, he had already prov-
en himself and began immediately to 
connect with his new players.
“He's a complete players’ coach —re-
minds me of Coach Taggert. He cares a 
lot about us, how we practice,” senior 
offensive lineman Forrest Lamp said. 
“If we are having a rough week, he will 
take the pads off. Since he has played 
before, he knows the game, and he 
knows we need rest, and he looks out 
for us, and that's the most important 
thing.”
Despite being the head coach for 
only two seasons, there are rumors 
that this may be Brohm’s last season 
as a Hilltopper. WKU has seen short 
stints in recent coaching history. Willie 
Taggert, 2010-12, lasted three seasons 
while Bobby Petrino, 2012, left after 
one 8-4 year.
Whether Brohm leaves or stays, Hill-
topper fans have to recognize his im-
pact on the program and value the 
success he has brought to the team.
If WKU wins Saturday, Brohm will 
secure a conference championship 
quicker than any coach in program 
history. Jimmy Feix, whom the field is 
named after, got his first league title in 
year three.
When asked if he expected to be so 
close to the championship so soon, 
Brohm reminded fans of his coaching 
philosophy.
“I wouldn’t say I expected that, no, 
but I try not to look too far down the 
road, and the same with our team: We 
just try to get better and win football 
games,” Brohm said. “I think we’ve 
done that to this point. We are pretty 
good at taking things one game at a 
time. But now we’re here; we’re at the 
culmination of it all. You’re hopeful you 
can piece it all together and all three 
segments can all play well.”
Brohm, C-USA usher in new era of Hilltopper football 
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Hilltoppers prepare chance at history
BY BILLY RUTLEDGE
HERALD.SPORTS@WKU.EDU
The WKU football team en-
tered the 2015 season with 
one goal in mind: to win the 
Conference USA Champion-
ship.
The goal has been preached 
since preseason, shouted at 
practice for motivation and 
held in the minds of fans 
across the region.
Now, in the Hilltoppers’ sev-
enth FBS season, the goal is 
closer than ever before.
After comfortably beating 
Marshall last week, the Hill-
toppers (10-2, 8-0) cinched 
the C-USA East Division and 
have advanced to the C-USA 
Championship Game, when 
they will host West Division 
Champion Southern Missis-
sippi (9-3, 7-1).
Taking place in Bowling 
Green, the game will offer 
WKU a chance to win the con-
ference title in only its second 
season as a member of the 
league.
“I think it’s definitely the Su-
per Bowl for us,” Head Coach 
Jeff Brohm said. “It’s a cham-
pionship game at our place, at 
our house, in front of our fans. 
We couldn’t ask for anything 
more.”
Brohm is also convinced 
of the opponent’s abilities. 
Southern Miss has lost only to 
Marshall, Nebraska and Mis-
sissippi State.
“We’re excited to play an out-
standing team as well. It’s not 
a game where we feel we have 
an edge; I don’t feel that way,” 
Brohm said. “I feel we’re very 
evenly matched.”
The Hilltoppers currently 
carry an 11-game winning 
streak over C-USA opponents 
— the longest active streak in 
the country against confer-
ence opponents.
WKU has again been led 
by its high-powered offense. 
Through 12 games, it has tal-
lied 530 points: two points 
ahead of last year’s school re-
cord pace.
WKU is aiming for its first 
conference championship at 
the FBS level but has won 10 
championships in program 
history.
Only five of those teams also 
won double-digit numbers of 
games in the season; the Hill-
toppers achieved that this year 
after their 49-28 victory over 
Marshall.
“It feels amazing … You 
know all the guys; we’re all 
excited for it,” redshirt senior 
cornerback Prince Charles 
Iworah said. “Our main goal 
this summer was to get a con-
ference championship and get 
there. It’s staring us right in the 
face right now, so we’re all just 
looking forward to practice 
and the game.”
Only the Southern Miss 
Golden Eagles (9-3, 7-1) stand 
in the Hilltoppers’ way.
After starting the season 
3-3, the Golden Eagles have 
won six straight games, most 
recently defeating Louisiana 
Tech to win the C-USA West 
Division and to advance to the 
championship game on Satur-
day.
Southern Miss averaged 59.7 
points per game over the last 
three contests and scored at 
least 30 points in all nine vic-
tories.
WKU is just the seventh team 
in C-USA’s 20-year history to 
finish undefeated in confer-
ence play and might become 
the first team to go undefeated 
and win the conference cham-
pionship.
The Hilltoppers also gained 
the right to host the game at 
home.
“I was extremely happy with 
the crowd this past game. 
They were into it. They defi-
nitely gave us an advantage. 
I’m hopeful we can have that 
again,” Brohm said. “These 
things don’t come around very 
often, so I think all of our guys 
have to take advantage of it.”
Since C-USA began holding 
a conference championship, 
the host school holds a 7-3 all-
time record.
Under Brohm, the Hilltop-
pers are 10-1 at home, average 
48.6 points per game and hold 
a nine-game winning streak.
“There aren’t many games 
being played on this day. It’s a 
championship game. There’s 
a lot riding on it,” Brohm said. 
“Our players — like I said, it 
means a lot to them. They’ve 
put a lot of hard work into it. 
I know that we would be ex-
cited to have a great crowd. We 
definitely think that we would 
have an edge if we can get that, 
and I feel very good about it.”
The two schools will meet 
for just the second time in pro-
gram history. The first meeting 
was in 2012, when the Hill-
toppers defeated the Golden 
Eagles 42-17. Saturday’s game 
will kick off at 11 a.m. and will 
be broadcast on ESPN2.
Sixth-year quarterback Brandon Doughty (12) celebrates catching a touchdown pass on a trick play 
during the Hilltoppers' 35-19 win over Florida Atlantic on Nov. 7 at Smith Stadium. The C-USA Champi-
onship Game on Saturday will be Doughty's last home game as a Hilltopper. ANDREW LIVESAY/HERALD
We don’t talk about the prize at the end a lot, but 
we work extremely hard daily to get there, so I’m 
happy for them as much as anyone.” 
Head Coach Jeff  Brohm




KEY PLAYERS FOR SATURDAY'S GAME
Taywan Taylor
Yards total | 1,198
ReceptionS | 71
Yards per reception | 16.9
Touchdowns | 15 (leads wku)
6'1" | 195 lbs | Junior | Wide receiver
T.J. McColllum
tackles for loss | 10.5 (leads wku)
Touchdowns | 8 (Two receiving)
Total Tackles | 94 (leads wku)
Solo Tackles | 60
6'3" | 230 lbs | RedShirt SOPHOMORE | Linebacker
Ito Smith
all purpose yards | 1,682 (leads USM)
receiving yards | 466
Touchdowns | 10
rushing yards | 501
5'9" | 195 lbs | SOPHOMORE | Running Back
Nick Mullens
QB rating | 159.3
COmpletions-attempts | 291-453
passing yards | 3,964
passing touchdowns | 35
6'1" | 196 lbs | junior | quarterback
wku USM

